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Abstract

Any mobile device with capture function can read content from a barcode tag
directly. When a barcode contains important data or privacy information, the risk
of security becomes an important problem. In this paper, the QR code is
employed to design the secret sharing mechanism so that the data privacy during
data transmission can be enhanced. The secret data is divided into some
shadows by the secret sharing mechanism and the results are embedded into
barcode tags. The secret can be recovered only when the number of shadows is
greater than or equal to the predefined threshold. In sum, the proposed
technique improves data security for data transmission.
Keywords: Barcode, secret sharing, QR code.

1. INTRODUCTION
Barcode provides a convenient way [2][5][15] for people labeling a tag on a product so that
people can easily and quickly identify the content of product itself. It can be classified into two
types, one-dimensional (1D) barcode and two-dimensional (2D) barcode. The 1D barcodes use
different width of lines and spaces to represent data, for example, code 39, code 128, EAN-13,
EAN-128, ISBN, and etc. As for the 2D barcodes, they use symbol types of stacking and matrix to
represent data, such as QR code [4][7][8][16][17][18], PDF417, Data Matrix, Maxi Code, and etc.
Table 1 shows different types of 1D barcodes and 2D barcodes.
In generally, 1D barcodes put emphasis on “product identification” and 2D barcodes put
emphasis on “product descriptions”. Because of the limitation of 1D barcode storage, only a few
data like product identification is stored in 1D barcode. 2D barcodes are superior to that 1D
barcode in embedding payload, error resistance, data security, and readability. In the storage
size, 2D barcode can store a lot of information like product descriptions, including product
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ingredient, product item, product details, web links, and etc. For error resistance, 2D barcodes
can defense different levels of error occurs.
The security of 1D barcodes is lower than 2D barcodes. 1D barcodes are very easy to read by
scanning the lines and the spaces. However, 2D barcodes are not easy to read a symbol pattern
by human eyes. With regard to readability, 1D barcodes must scan along a single directional. If
the angle of a scan line does not fit within a range, the data would not be read correctly. However,
2D barcodes get wide ranges of angles for scanning. Thus, 2D barcodes are readability.
2D Barcodes provide a unique identifier for objects and applications [1][9][10][11] [12][13][14][15]
to automatic checkout system, commerce, industry, hospital, and etc. Barcodes are very
convenience to automatic systems, but they have data privacy weakness. A reader device with
video capture function can read the content from tags directly. When barcodes contain privacy
information may result in the risk of security issue. Therefore, the confidential data is often stored
in the back-end database. When a reader captures a tag, it only gets a network link from a tag
and later connected to the back-end database through the Internet. A user who has access right
can login database to retrieve the privacy information.
Code 39

Code 128

EAN-13

ISBN

QR Code

PDF417

DataMatrix

Maxi Code

1D barcodes

2D barcodes

TABLE 1: 1D Barcodes and 2D Barcodes.

To enhance security of data privacy [3] of barcodes, we design a secret sharing technique with
Quick Response code (QR code). The technique shares a confidential data into shadows and
one shadow is embedded into one carrier tag. Anyone cannot recovery the original secret data
from its own share. The secret can be recovered only when the number of shadows is larger than
or equal to a threshold. The proposed technique does not need to connect the back-end
database through Internet. Thus, the proposed technique can save much more hardware cost
and can reduce the security risks transmission on the open environment.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the QR code. The
proposed technique is described in Section 3. The security analysis and performance is listed in
Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Section 5.

2. QR CODE
The QR code is a kind of matrix symbol, which was developed by the Japanese company
Denson-Wave in 1994. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of QR code. They are quiet zone,
position detection patterns, separators for position detection patterns, timing patterns, alignment
patterns, format information, version information, data, and error correction codewords. They are
shown in Figure 1. Some details of QR code can be refereed to [17].
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FIGURE 1: The basic structure of QR Code.

The main features of QR code contain large capacity, small printout size, high speed scanning,
advanced error correcting, and freedom direction scanning. The overall are summarized as
follows.
• High data capacity: QR code can store 7,089 numeric characters and 4,296 alphanumeric
characters, and 1,817 kanji characters.
• High speed scanning: A mobile phone with camera function can get the content from a
barcode quickly and easily.
• Small printout size: QR Codes carry data on both horizontally and vertically, thus QR codes
are better than 1D barcodes in data capacity.
• Advance error correcting: Even if 50% areas of barcode are damaged, QR codes still can be
recognized correctly.
• Freedom direction scanning: The scanning direction of QR code is freedom.

3. DESIGN OF SECRET SHARING TECHNIQUE USING QR CODE
The proposed technique designs a secure data transmission scheme based on the secret sharing
scheme with QR code. Secret sharing scheme was first proposed by Shamir in 1979 [14]. The
main idea of the secret sharing scheme divides a secret into n shadows or called shares. Anyone
can not decrypt the original secret from their own share. The secret can be recovered only when
any of t out of n shadows (t<=n) are hold together. The framework of the proposed scheme is
listed in Figure 2.
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FIGURE 2: The framework of the proposed scheme.

In the proposed scheme, we first choose a value t (t<=n) and a secret key a0 and a large prime
number p (p>=a0). Next, we select n participants x1, x2, ..., xn, where n is the number of QR code
tags, which used to be hidden. Next, a (t-1) degree polynomial f(x) was constructed as follows:
f ( x) = a0 + a1 x1 + a2 x 2 + ... + at −1 x t −1 (mod p )

(1)

Where a1, a2, …, at-1 ∈ Zp. So, we can generate a pair of secret share (xi, f(xi)=yi) to each
participant.
In the decoding procedure, anyone who gets t out of n secret shares would recovery secret data
a0 by the Lagrange polynomial interpolation which was listed as belows.
t
t
x − xij
f ( x ) = ∑ yia ∏
(mod P)
a =1
j =1, j ≠ a xia − xij
.
(2)
Here we illustrate an example to show how to construct secret shares. Let t value is 3, n value is
6, secret key a0 is 1234 and the prime number p is 1237. Then a (t-1) degree polynomial
2
f(x)=94x +166x+1234 is constructed. Assume x1=1, x2=2, x3=3, x4=4, x5=5, and x6=6, we can
obtain six secret shares where f(x1)=f(1)=1494, f(x2)=f(2)=1942, f(x3)=f(3)=2578, f(x4)=f(4)=3402,
f(x5)=f(5)=4414, and f(x6)=f(6)=5614. To recover the secret key a0, we need to collect three or
more secret shares. Assume we obtain three secret shares, they are (f(2), 1942), (f(4), 3402),
(f(5), 4414). Then the secret key a0=1234 can be decoded by the Lagrange polynomial
interpolation as below.
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x−4 x−5
x −2 x −5
x−2 x−4
×
) + 3402(
×
) + 4414(
×
)
2−4 2−5
4−2 4−5
5−2 5−4
1
3
10
1
7
1
8
= 1942 × ( x 2 − x + ) + 3402 × (− x 2 − x − 5) + 4414 × ( x 2 − 2 x + )(mod 1237)
6
2
3
2
2
3
2
= (94 x 2 + 166 x + 1234 ) mod 1237
f ( x) = 1942(

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE
This section describes the security and the performance of the proposed scheme. The proposed
scheme is based on Shamir’s secret sharing scheme. The secret data is divided into shares of
shadows by secret sharing technique. The generated shadows are embedded into each QR-code
tag. Anyone who wants direct to read the content from QR codes is impossible if the number of
received shadows is not achieved the predefined threshold. As the result, our scheme is secure.
In Figures 3-6, the share generate and the message recovery for the (2, 3)-threshold and the (3,
3)-threshold are listed below. The plaintext is divided into three shares by secret sharing
technique, and then embedding them into QR codes. The decoding procedure in the (2, 3)threshold, the original plaintext can be recovered only if the number of the received QR codes is
larger than or equal to two. As for the (3, 3)-threshold, the number of the received QR codes
should be equal to three. Besides, error recovery from any of two barcode tags using (3, 3)threshold is listed in Figure 7. Because of the number of the retrieved shares is less than the
predefined threshold thus the reconstructed secret key is not correct.

FIGURE 3: Generating three secret shares using (2, 3)-threshold.
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FIGURE 4: Recovery of secret message from any of two barcode tags using (2, 3)-threshold.

FIGURE 5: Generating three secret shares using (3, 3)-threshold.

FIGURE 6: Recovery of secret message from three barcode tags using (3, 3)-threshold.
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FIGURE 7: Error recovery from any of two barcode tags using (3, 3)-threshold.

As for our system perforamnce, our system does not need to establish a remote database for QR
code data searching. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme embeds the data into QR code tags
directly. The cost of this paper is only tags and printing ink. Thus, the proposed scheme can save
a lot of system cost.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a secret sharing mechanism to enhance the security and data privacy for QR code
is proposed. The proposed technique improves data security during data transmission. On the
other hand, the proposed technique does not need to establish a back-end database beforehand
for contents searching. It direct embeds the secret data into tags therefore the proposed
technique can save a lot of hardware cost and software maintenance. The proposed technique
can be applied to some applications such as electronic tickets, airline luggage inspection, medical
e-health system, and others fields.
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